The Earth's surface roughness constitutes an important parameter in terrain analysis for studying different environmental and engineering problems. Authors gave different definitions and measures for the earth's surface roughness that usually depend on exploitation of digital elevation data for its reliable determination. This research aimed at exploring the different approaches for defining and extraction of the Earth's surface roughness from Airborne LiDAR Measurements. It also aimed at evaluating the effects of the window size of the standard deviation filter on the created roughness maps in downtown landscapes using three known approaches namely; standard deviation filtering of the Digital Elevation Model (DEM), standard deviation filtering of the slope gradient model and standard deviation filtering of the profile curvature model. In this context, different roughness maps have been created from Airborne LiDAR measurements of the City of Toronto, Canada using the three filtering approaches with varying window sizes. Visual analysis has shown color tones of small roughness values with smooth textures dominate the roughness maps from small window sizes of the standard deviation filter, however, increasing the window sizes has produced wider variations of the color tones and rougher texture roughness maps. The standard deviations and ranges of the roughness maps from LiDAR DEM have increased due to increasing the filter window size while the skewness and kurtosis have decreased due to increasing the window size, indicating that the roughness maps from larger window sizes are statistically more symmetrical and more consistent. Thus, kurtosis has decreased by 53% and 82% due to increasing the window size to 7 × 7 and 15 × 15 respectively. The standard deviations of the roughness maps from the slope gradient model have increased due to increasing the window size till 15 × 15 while they have decreased with more increases. However, skewness has decreased due to increasing the window size till 15 × 15 and the kurtosis has decreased with higher rate till window size of 11 × 11. In the roughness maps from the profile curvature model, the ranges and skewness have decreased by 93.6% and 82.6% respectively due to increasing the window size to 15 × 15 while, kurtosis has decreased by 58.6%, 76.3% and 93.76% due to increases in the filter window size to 5 × 5, 7 × 7 and 15 × 15 respectively.
Introduction
The Earth's surface roughness is an important parameter for terrain analysis as it reflects numerous geophysical parameters such as landform characteristics in addition to playing an important role in analyzing different natural phenomena for representation of the surface features [6] that mainly determine the amount of surface roughness to a specific Engineering or Environmental phenomena [7] [8]. Hodge et al. 2009 [9] carried out investigations of the methods of analyzing digital terrain models through calculating the distribution of surface elevations, semi variograms, surface inclinations, surface slopes and aspects and grain orientation. They recommended that the distribution of surface elevations, surface slope and aspect analysis were found to be most informative. Taud, and Parrot, 2005 [10] studied the relationships between geological features and DEM surface roughness using fractal geometry analysis and recommended that measuring DEM surface roughness represents a helpful tool for morphometric features recognition. Also, Hani et al., 2011 [2] presented an algorithm for computation of the DEM surface roughness that computes the average area of curvature regions in the terrain, and the average roughness of the terrain due to the distribution of curvature regions. They suggested that their algorithm provided realistic surface roughness parameter with respect to amplitudes and frequencies of the terrain that allows good quantification of a region's convexity/concavity over varying scales, however, they did not mention how the type of the landscape could affect their results. Tian et al., 2011 [1] applied quantification of surface-roughness variability using a DEM at Beichuan County before and after an earthquake through exploiting three algorithms namely; root mean square of elevation, standard deviation of elevation, standard deviation of profile curva-F. F. F. Asal Journal of Geographic Information System ture. They recommend that the method of root mean square of elevation showed the most obvious results in depicting changes in the surface roughness before and after the earthquake. Zheng and Zhao 2010 [11] presented a method for estimating surface roughness from radiometer sampling data at different frequencies where their simulated numerical results showed that radiometer with a sensitivity of 0.1 K can distinguish different surface roughness and changes of roughness.
Grohmann et al. 2011 & 2009 [4] [5] reviewed the different approaches developed in the study of surface roughness in the earth and planetary sciences followed by assessment of selected methods in rural landscapes in the Midland Valley, Scotland at different scales and spatial resolutions. Their methods include the area ratio method which computes the ratio of actual surface area to the plan area of square cells defined by input points where at flat surfaces this ratio would be close to one, however, with irregular surfaces, the ratio would be bigger than one. Also, they examined the vector dispersion that is an array of regularly spaced elevation values that can be divided into planar triangular surfaces and can be defined by three adjacent non-collinear points and normal to these planes represented by unit vectors where at flat areas with similar elevations the vector strength is expected to be high and the vector dispersion is expected to be small, however, in irregular areas the vector strength will be low and the vector dispersion will be high. Moreover, Grohmann et al. 2011 & 2009 [4] [5] stated that several authors define surface roughness as the variability of the elevations of earth's surface to be expressed as the absolute standard deviation of all values within user defined window size. In addition to what stated before, the standard deviation of the residual digital elevation model can be exploited as a measure of the surface roughness where the residual DEM is computed through algebraic subtraction of extracted Digital Terrain Model (DTM) from the original DEM representing the actual surface and can referred as the Digital Surface Model (DSM). Furthermore, the standard deviation of slope gradient constitutes an important measure of roughness as it expresses the variability of topography.
Additionally, the standard deviation of profile curvature was also used as a measure of surface roughness since curvature constitute the second derivative of the surface elevation and is comprised of three components, profile, planform and tangential curvatures, however, profile curvature, the rate of change of slopes which is the of measure downslope curvature that assists identifying of breaks-of-slope referring to surface roughness [4] [5] . Hebeler and Purves, 2007 [12] exploited high resolution data from the Shuttle Radar Topography Mission in comparison with the GLOBE 1.0 km data set for calculating error surfaces for three mountainous regions. They recommend that error surfaces are related to a range of topographic variables; roughness, minimum and mean extremity and aspect. They suggested that global statistics for a range of topographic indices are robust to the introduction of uncertainty and topographic indices such as elevation roughness defined as the standard deviation of elevations in a 3 × 3 F. F. F. Asal neighborhood in addition to the slope roughness expressed as the standard deviation of slopes in a 3 × 3 neighborhood are sufficient to study the influence of elevation uncertainty on derivation of such topographic indices [12] .
Big advances in computing technology and increasing of storage capacity motivated digital elevation models to be widely used in different applications supported by the availability of high-resolution digital elevation data at horizontal and vertical domains that allows accurate calculations of the parameters extracted from a DEM [8] [9] . In this context, digital terrain analysis can allow extraction of primary attributes such as slope gradient, slope aspect, plan curvature and profile curvature that can be calculated directly from a DEM [7] [13] . This is reflected on the capability of extracting geomorphometric features such as the surface roughness that provide information about regional geomorphology and many roughness parameters since some authors exploited curvature parameters in studying the surface since curvature attributes are helpful in measuring convergence and divergence of the earth's surface [12] . Tay and Teng 2008 [14] stated that image surface roughness is an important characteristic for analyses of InSAR images. They proposed a surface roughness index for estimation of image surface roughness for the applications of InSAR images of different landuse classes and DEMs of different altitudes based on the differences of heights between neighboring pixels within a user defined window. Dinesh 2008 [15] presented a procedure for computing the surface roughness of individual mountainous objects in which mathematical morphology is employed to extract the mountains of the DEM through computing a normalized probability functions for each mountainous object as the ratio of the area of pixels modified in the mountainous object at each scale to the area of the mountainous object and used the computed normalized probability functions to compute the scale-independent average roughness of the mountainous objects due to the distribution of convex and concave regions averaged over the mountainous objects. Korup and Korzeniowska, 2016 [16] estimated surface roughness from Li-DAR DEMs as the standard deviation of the total curvature in a fixed search window of size 5 × 5 pixels and interpreted this as a measure of terrain roughness.
Digital elevation data derived from new technologies employing active remote sensing methods such as airborne laser scanning and radar ranging are becoming more widespread where past research need to be re-evaluated in the near future to accommodate such new elevation data products and its applications in extraction of different surface parameters such as surface roughness [17] [18] [19] . Airborne Laser Scanning basing on the Light Detection And Ranging (Li-DAR) is a very well-established technology that continues developments and providing high spatial resolution terrain coverage with improved accuracy to be utilized in creation of high quality and high accuracy digital elevation models [20] [21] [22] . Frankel and Dolan 2007 [23] state that high-resolution Airborne Laser Swath Mapping (ALSM) which is another acronym for Airborne LiDAR digital topographic data enabled researchers to study topography in unprece-F. F. F. Asal Journal of Geographic Information System dented details allowing them to quantify the earth's surface roughness that was difficult to do in the past. They used ALSM data to calculate surface roughness on two alluvial fans in northern Death Valley, California using their definition of surface roughness as the standard deviation of slopes of a moving window of 5 × 5 size on a DEM. Dorn et al., 2014 [24] carried out a study that focuses on studying surface roughness with exploration of the effects of the roughness layers on the flood simulation results using LiDAR data, orthophotos, official land use data, OpenStreetMap data and CORINE Land Cover data. They applied object-based image analysis to orthophotos and LiDAR DEM in order to generate land cover maps for the purpose of roughness parameterization. Additionally, they exploited vertical vegetation structure within the LiDAR point cloud for extraction of roughness maps in the floodplains with creation of roughness maps from official land use data, OpenStreetMap and CORINE Land Cover datasets where, they applied six different flood simulations basing on one elevation data but within the different roughness maps. They acknowledged that roughness maps derived from LiDAR data and OpenStreetMap data are comparable whereas the results of the other datasets differ significantly. Lia et al., 2016 [25] proposed a non-rasterization method for road lines' surface roughness extraction from LiDAR data basing on the characteristics of airborne LiDAR technology that can give accurate and georeferenced sets of dense point clouds accompanied with the intensity of the returned signals. Airborne LiDAR enjoys several advantages with respect to automatic object extraction compared to aerial imagery that can be as follows [20] [25] [26] : 1) It is much easier to separate tall objects from roads with the use of LiDAR. 2) Surface roughness can be easily obtained from LiDAR data. 3) Airborne LiDAR data from narrow scanning angle and active sensing technology suffers less occlusions and smaller shadows allowing features such as roads to be more complete compared to that from the imageries. 4) The intensity of the reflectance of LiDAR measurements can provide useful means for road extraction since road surfaces should have similar reflectance. 5) Rivers are easy to be detected from LiDAR measurements since water steams absorb laser light to be represented as no-data. Fan and Atkinson 2018 [20] noticed that the rate of change in the DEM errors is statistically greater in local areas where the surface is rougher when different source data densities are used in creating the DEM with the same degree of data reduction is applied to a whole area. They based on this notice to characterize surface roughness from the differences between two digital elevation models generated using point clouds of different spatial resolutions for the same terrain surface and introduced an approach for estimating surface roughness where they used numerical experiments to test their approach on datasets of four elevation point clouds obtained from terrestrial laser scanning (TLS) and airborne LiDAR. They recommended that their approach is effective in quantifying local terrain surface roughness, however they did not state which type of terrain the approach could work better.
Research Aims and Objectives
This research aimed at exploring the different approaches for defining and extraction of the Earth's surface roughness from digital elevation data in general.
However, great emphasis has been given to extraction and analysis of surface roughness maps from Airborne LiDAR Measurements in urban landscapes characterized by intensive varieties of different geometry, size, shape and elevation features expected to provide great roughness to resist water movements during flooding. This is added to the wide involvements of the Earth's surface roughness in many other applications. The study also, aimed at evaluating the effects of the size of the user defined window of the standard deviation filtering process on the created roughness maps from airborne LiDAR data in urban downtown landscape using three known approaches for defining and measuring the surface roughness namely; the standard deviation of the surface elevations, the standard deviation of the surface slope gradients and the standard deviation of the surface profile curvatures. The generated surface roughness maps extracted from the standard deviation filtering of elevations, the standard deviation filtering of slope gradient and the standard deviation filtering of profile curvature at varying filter window sizes have been subjected to visual and statistical analysis for the purpose of studying of the effects of the standard deviation filter window size on the extracted roughness maps from Airborne LiDAR measurements in downtown urban landscape.
Test Site, Test Data and Methodology

Creation and Analysis of Surface Roughness Maps from Standard Deviation Filtering of LiDAR DEM
Figures 2-9 depict surface roughness maps created as a result of standard deviation filtering of Airborne LiDAR DEM using filters of varied window sizes of 3 × 3, 5 × 5, 7 × 7, 11 × 11, 15 × 5, 21 × 21, 31 × 31 and 41 × 41 respectively. In Figure 2 the dark blue color tones dominate the roughness map from standard deviation filtering using window size of 3 × 3 referring to small roughness at a downtown area with high intensity of varied height features. This refers to neglection of roughness due to important features in the area. Only the edges of the building are represented by very thin lines of bright color tones of higher roughness values. The texture of the roughness map is smooth at the most parts of the roughness map expect at the outer edges of buildings which tend to be rougher, however, smoothing of roughness due to features at big parts of the roughness map is very clear. Figure 3 created using a filter of window size of 5 × 5 is of brighter color tones compared to Figure 2 but still high degree of feature smoothing with smooth tones and smooth textures dominate the roughness map. With increasing the size of the standard deviation filter more structured roughness maps have been obtained using filter sizes of 7 × 7 and 11 × 11 as depicted in Figure 4 and Figure 5 respectively. In Figure 4 and Figure 5 the amounts of bright blue tones have increased with thicker edges of the buildings and less smoothing of structures. With increasing the sizes of the standard devi-ation filters to 15 × 15 and 21 × 21 more structured roughness maps have been obtained as depicted in Figure 6 and Figure 7 respectively where, the bright blue color tones representing higher values of roughness have increased with rougher textures and clear representation of the roughness due to different height features in the maps. Figure 8 and Figure 9 depict the most structured roughness maps with limited smoothing of features in addition to structured tones and textures reflecting clear varied elevation features dominating the downtown landscape. Also, the edges of the different height features and buildings have been thick which reflects their high contribution to the surface roughness in the intensive landscape area. Table 1 and Figure 10 it can be seen that each of the standard deviation (Stdev.), mean, median and Root
Mean Square (RMS.) of the roughness maps increase with increasing the window sizes of the standard deviation filter, however the skewness which is a measure of symmetry of the normal distribution curve of the roughness map decreases with increasing the size of standard deviation filters which refers to that roughness maps created using higher window sizes are statistically more symmetrical compared to those created using smaller window size. Form Table   1 and Figure 11 the range of the surface roughness maps has increased by about 71.6% from the total increases due to increasing the size of the standard devia-F. F. F. Asal Journal of Geographic Information System tion filter from 3 × 3 to 5 × 5 while it decreases with increasing the window size more than 31 × 31. Also, Table 1 and Figure 11 depict the kurtosis which is a measure of whether the data are heavy-tailed or light-tailed relative to a normal distribution where datasets of high kurtosis tend to have heavy outliers while datasets of low kurtosis tend to lack outliers. From Table 1 
Creation and Analysis of Surface Roughness Maps from Standard Deviation Filtering of LiDAR Slope Gradient Model
In Figure  12 bright blue color tones dominate the roughness map from standard deviation filtering of the slope model using window size of 3 × 3 referring to roughness of values located at the middle of the range of the legend. However, the main streets are represented in dark blue colors referring to low roughness while the building blocks are represented in bright blow color tones referring high roughness values. The roughness map, Figure 12 is generally structured of high values of roughness with rough texture representing high roughness values due to big varieties of features of different geometrical dimensions. Figure 13 depicts a roughness map created from standard deviation filtering of the same slope map but with the use of window size of 5 × 5. Brighter blue color tones dominate the roughness map, Figure 13 compared to that in Figure 12 where bigger patches of similar color tones and rougher textures with corresponding higher roughness values and higher ranges of roughness values in the legend.
With increasing the widow size of the standard deviation filter higher roughness values are represented in the roughness maps obtained using window sizes of 7 × 7 and 11 × 11 that depicted in Figure 14 and Figure 15 respectively. In Figure  14 and Figure 15 amounts of bright blue color tones have increased with de-creasing in the areas of dark blue color tones of low roughness values in addition to appearance of yellow color tones at the rooftops of the buildings referring to high roughness values and rougher textures dominating the roughness maps. With more increasing in the window sizes of the standard deviation filter to 15 × 15 and 21 × 21 more structured roughness maps have been obtained as depicted in Figure 16 and Figure 17 respectively where the bright blue color tones have increased with the increasing of the yellow to orange color tones in addition to rougher textures expressing wide variations in the color tones dominate the roughness map. Figure 18 and Figure 19 depict the most structured roughness maps with big variations in the color tones and rough textures reflecting big variations in the roughness values reflecting the wide varieties in the downtown landscape. Also, Figure 18 and Figure 19 show wide changes in the color tones staring from the dark blue color tones of low roughness values to bright blue color tones to yellow color tones to orange color tones and finally to red color tones of high roughness values. This refers to very rough texture of the roughness maps created with the use of standard deviation filters with window sizes of 31 × 31 and 41 × 41. The statistical analysis results of the roughness maps created from standard deviation filtering of the slope gradient model extracted from LiDAR measurements with varying window sizes are shown in Table 2 . Also, Figure 20 represents a chart that shows the effects of changing the window size of the standard deviation filter on the standard deviation, mean, median, root mean square and range of the created surface roughness map. Additionally, Figure 21 presents a chart that shows the effects of changing the window size of the standard deviation filter on the skewness and kurtosis of the created surface roughness map. From Table 2 and Figure 20 it can be seen that the mean, median and root mean square of the roughness maps increase due to increasing the window size of the standard deviation filter with relatively high rate till window size of 15 × 15 where the rate of increase in these quantities become smaller with greater window sizes of the standard deviation filter. Alternatively, from Table 2 and Figure 20 the range of roughness maps decreases gradually with decreases in the window size of the standard deviation filter. On the other hand, the standard deviation of the roughness map increases due to increasing the window size of the of the standard deviation filter till window size of 15 × 15 where more increases in the window size of the standard deviation filter results in decreases in the standard deviation of the roughness map. From Table 2 and Figure 21 it can be seen that the skewness decreases in value with increasing the window size of standard deviation filter which refers to that roughness maps created standard deviation filter of high window sizes are of more symmetrical normal distribution compared to those created using standard deviation filter of small window sizes. In this context, the skewness decreases with higher rate till filter of 15 × 15 window size compared to the rate with more increasing in the size of the window of the standard deviation filter. Also, from Table 2 and Figure 21 kurtosis decreases sharply with increasing the window sizes of the filter till window size F. F. F. Asal of 11 × 11 then it starts to increase with bigger window sizes of the standard deviation filter indicating that the roughness map created from filter 11 × 11 contains the most of consistent surface roughness values. Furthermore, Table 2 shows that sum of the surface roughness values in the maps increase with increasing the window size of the standard deviation filter for all the created surface roughness maps from standard deviation filtering of the LiDAR slope gradient model. Table 3 . Also, Figure 30 represents a chart that shows the effects of changing the size of the standard deviation filter window on the mean, median, root mean square and standard deviation of the created surface roughness map from standard deviation filtering of the profile curvature model. Moreover, Figure 31 presents a chart that represents the effects of changing the size of the standard deviation filter window on the range and skewness of the created surface roughness map from standard deviation filtering of the profile curvature model. From Table 3 and Figure 30 it can be seen that the mean, median and root mean square of the roughness map increase due to increasing the window size of the standard deviation filter with relatively high rate till filter size of 15 × 15 where the rate of increase become smaller due to bigger filter window sizes. On the other hand, the standard deviation of the roughness map decreases gradually due to increasing the window size of the of the standard deviation filter over all the tested window sizes. From Table 3 and Figure 31 the ranges and skewness of the roughness maps decrease with high rates due to increases in the window size of the standard deviation filter till filter size of about 15 × 15 where the rate of decreases become smaller with more increases in the filter window size. In this context the ranges of roughness decrease by about 93.6% of the total decrease while the skewness decreases by about 82.6% due to increasing the filter window size to 15 × 15. Also, from Table 3 the kurtosis decreases with high rates due to increasing the size of the filter window where window size of 5 × 5 produces a decrease in kurtosis of about 58.6% while increasing the window size to 7 × 7 produce a decrease in kurtosis by about 76.3% and increasing the window size to 15 × 15 produce decreases in the kurtosis by about 93.76% of the total decrease in kurtosis which is due to increase in the window size to 41 × 41. On the other hand, Table 3 shows that sum of the surface roughness values in the maps increase gradually with increasing of the window sizes of the standard deviation filter for all the created surface roughness maps from standard deviation filtering of the profile curvature model. 
Creation and Analysis of Surface Roughness Maps from Standard Deviation Filtering of LiDAR Profile Curvature Model
Discussions
Conclusions
The Earth's surface roughness constitutes an important parameter in terrain analysis for studying different environmental and engineering problems. Authors gave different definitions and measures for the earth's surface roughness that usually depend on exploitation of digital elevation data for its reliable determination. This research aimed at exploring the different approaches for defining and extraction of the Earth's surface roughness from Airborne LiDAR
Measurements. It also aimed at evaluating the effects of the window size of the standard deviation filter on the created roughness maps in downtown landscapes using three different measures for surface roughness namely; standard deviation 
